In this paper, I present Underspecified Minimal Recursion Semantics (UMRS), a representation language that represents structural ambiguities in terms of underspecification. It is argued that this kind of approach allows for transparent semantic representations and a straightforward syntax-semantics interface. UMRS is a semantic metalanguage, whose expressions describe expressions of an object language and (possibly underspecified) dependences between them. The potential of UMRS will be illustrated by employing it as the semantic component of an HPSG description of iWi-questions.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, I introduce Underspecified Minimal Recursion Semantics (UMRS), a representation language that represents structural ambiguities by underspecification: rather than disjunctively enumerating all possible readings of ambiguous expressions, the set of readings of such an expression is modelled by a representation that comprises all its possible readings.
The advantage of such an underspecified analysis can be illustrated by comparing it to the naive 'generate-and-test' approach to semantic processing. In this approach, semantic construction enumerates the readings of an expression and passes them on to a resolution component, which-on the basis of contextual and world knowledge-filters out the plausible readings, if possible, a single reading. While the simplicity of this model is attractive, it is neither very efficient nor cognitively adequate. For instance, one may understand a sentence like (i) and can draw inferences from it without bothering to derive (even without being aware of) the range of its forty-two readings (Hobbs & Shieber 1987): (1) A member of every department in most companies saw a few samples of each product
From the standpoint of natural language processing, the advantage of the underspecified approach to structural ambiguities is that it considerably reduces the complexity of the analyses, which contributes greatly to their computational tractability. Underspecification yields not only more compact semantic representations but also allows for simpler syntaxsemantic interfaces. Thus, in the analysis of examples like (1), there is no need to write complex rules to associate one single syntactic structure with a host of semantic structures, or, alternatively, to preserve an 1:1 -relation between syntactic and semantic structure at the cost of associating different readings of syntactic structures with different derivation histories as e.g. in the tradition of Montague Grammar.
Within the last decades, several formalisms for underspecified semantic representations have been proposed to describe ambiguities in compact, underspecified representations, e.g., the algorithm of Hobbs & Shieber (1987) Copestake et al. 1997) , or Underspecified Semantic Description Language (USDL; Pinkal 1996) . Like in UMRS, in these approaches the underspecified treatment of scope ambiguities plays a prominent role. To illustrate UMRS and to show the potential of this approach, it will be applied to the notoriously difficult field of whquestions. I will show that UMRS can account for the semantics of wh -questions in a transparent way, and, what is more, allows for an extremely simple syntax-semantics interface even in the case of the interaction of u>/r-elements with quantifiers.
The paper is structured as follows: after an introduction to UMRS in section 2, section 3 is devoted to iWi-questions and the problems they pose for semantic representation formalisms. Finally, in sections 4 and 5 I will show that UMRS allows a straightforward compositional derivation of the semantics of to/i-questions that represents ambiguities in this domain in terms of underspecification.
THE UMRS FORMALISM
In this section, I will first give a brief introduction to the UMRS formalism, outline how ambiguity is captured in UMRS in terms of underspecification, and discuss the features of UMRS that distinguish it from other underspecified semantic representation formalisms.
Basics of UMRS
The UMRS formalism represents structural semantic ambiguities by underspecification, not of disjunction.
1 UMRS has roots in the MRS formalism. 2 It was used for the semantic construction in an HPSG grammar in the first phase of the German VERBMOBIL project.
UMRS is a metalanguage: it contains entities that denote expressions of an appropriate object language and specifies (possibly underspecified) dependences between these entities. The entities are called 'relations' and interpreted as types in a typed feature structure formalism. Semantic representations in UMRS are flat lists of relations. I use an extension of the predicate calculus (abbreviated as 'PC') as object language.
Dependences between relations on a UMRS list are specified in terms of a feature HANDEL that appears in every relation. Its value serves as an address for the relation. If the HANDEL value of one relation is co-indexed with the value of a functional feature in a second relation, this means that the second relation has the first one as its immediate argument. The set of functional features models the potential of an expression to act as a function upon other expressions. It comprises e.g. HD_ARG, which models the scope of an expression, or RESTR, which stands for the restriction of a quantifier. These functional features are ordered, for instance, HD_ARG is higher on this ordering than RESTR. Consider e.g. the (simplified) UMRS representation of Everyone came (2). The NP representation and the verb representation stand in a functionargument relationship, as the former's HD_ARG value |T) is co-indexed with the latter's HANDEL value. The feature BV ('bound variable') specifies that the relation in which it appears is a function that binds a variable in its scope. The value of this feature in a function relation R must be co-indexed with the value of a feature of a relation in the scope of R.
The feature INST models the main argument of the object language expression that the metalanguage relation denotes. E.g. the INST value of verbal relations corresponds to a main eventuality argument. Features are introduced by subtypes of the general type for relations that subsumes all UMRS metalanguage expressions. For instance, the feature HD_ARG is introduced by a type scope_rel that subsumes all relations for scope-bearing expressions (see appendix B for the relevant parts of the type hierarchy I assume in this paper).
Intersective modification is specified in UMRS by co-indexing the HANDEL values of modifying and modified constituent. To be well formed, the INST feature value of the modifier must be co-indexed with the value of a feature of the modified constituent. The translation of this co-indexation is conjunction. E.g. the UMRS representation of pretty girl is (3), and its translation into predicate logic is pretty 7 (x 2 ) A girl'(x 2 ). UMRS can represent the semantics of expressions as a list of only loosely connected relations. This allows other relations to intervene scopally, which facilitates accounting for complicated data. This is illustrated in my analysis of u>/z-questions in section 4.
The translation of UMRS representations like (2) leads recursively from the translation of UMRS lists L to the translation of disjoint parts of this list L t and L 2 . 4 For unambiguous UMRS structures, the translation rules TL r and TL 2 define the recursion steps. They cover the case of functionargument structure and intersective modification structure, respectively. They are mutually exclusive in that only one of them may apply to a given UMRS structure.
Successful application of the procedure partitions a UMRS list into singleton lists. These singletons are then translated by a mapping M that maps each metalanguage relation on to the corresponding object language expression. This allows the recursion to bottom out. In TL^ the ordering on the set of functional features is crucial to guide the order in which the translation of an expression (e.g. a determiner) that yields a function with more than one argument is applied to its arguments.
TL,: [L, UL 2 ]=[L I ](Ax n [L 2 ]) if the following conditions hold:
• L, contains only an operator relation R, and any relation that is functionally dependent on R, via some functional feature F, 7^ F 2 • F 2 is the highest functional feature F of R, such that there is a relation in L, U L 2 whose HANDEL value is co-indexed with the value of F • the BV value of R t is \n\ • L 2 contains only all the relations that are functionally dependent on R, via F 2
Functional dependency via a feature F is defined recursively: R 2 is functionally dependent on R, via F if
• the HANDEL value of R 2 is coindexed with the F value of R, or • All L, (1 < i < n) contain only a relation R { ('main relation') and any relations that functionally depend on R, • the HANDEL values of the main relations are identical • one of the main relations R t (the one of the modified expression) is related to every other main relation Rj (those of the modifying expressions) by a co-indexation of the INST value of every R; with the value of some feature in R,
The mapping M for singleton UMRS lists onto object language expressions must crucially preserve co-indexations within UMRS structures: Most of the action on the UMRS level has to do with getting these coindexations right, as they model important dependences between relations that matter in the object language, too (e.g. there is a co-indexation between the BV value of the main relation of an NP and the value of the appropriate argument feature in its governing verb). This preservation of co-indexations will be modelled in the following by reusing in M the numbers of the UMRS indices as subscripts of the variables that correspond to the indices in the respective object language translations.
This preservation of the coindexations is e.g. crucial for the A-abstraction that is introduced in the translation rule TL^ This abstraction is determined solely by the BV value of the function: the argument relation does not reveal which of the variables of its translation must be abstracted over (there may be more than one available). Only the coindexation of the value of the corresponding feature with the BV value carries this information. Hence, abstracting over the right variable in the translation of the argument presupposes preserving the co-indexation between the BV value of the function and the value of the corresponding feature of the argument.
As an example for TL, and TL 2I consider the translation of the UMRS At the beginning of the translation procedure, only IT^ is applicable. The first element of the resulting partition of the list is once more the input for TLL whereas the second element is processed by TL 2 . As the example shows, I translate verb relations as formulae of type (, with their arguments represented as free variables. The translation rules allow the correct translation of verb-argument structures no matter in which order the semantic representations of nominal arguments are applied to the semantics of their governing verbs. See section 5 for detailed analyses which crucially rely on this aspect of the translation rules.
The translation rules entail that in a sentence with fully specified scope and modification relations, there is a function-argument chain (called 'main FA chain') in which each element R n + , (n G N) in the chain is functionally dependent on its predecessor R n via the highest functional feature of R n . Finally, note that there are non-singleton UMRS lists for which neither nor TL 2 is applicable. Consider e.g. the cyclic structure (5):
re/1
HANDEL HD ARG
re/2
Here TL 2 fails because the HANDEL values of the two relations are not coindexed. TL X fails, too, since its first and fourth condition cannot both be met. If we assume that TI^ partitions (5) into L, and L 2 such that L, contains re/i and L 2 , re/2, this is in accord with the first, second, and third conditions of TL,. But, then, L 2 violates the fourth condition of TI^: It does not contain everything that is functionally dependent on re/i via its HD_ARG feature, because re/i itself is not part of it. By similar reasoning, the translation procedure shows that structures in which two functions have the same immediate argument are not interpretable. If such an uninterpretable non-singleton UMRS list L" appears in a recursion step of the translation procedure for an UMRS list L, L is not well-formed in that it fails to denote an expression of the chosen object language.
Structural semantic ambiguities in UMRS
o UMRS represents semantic structural ambiguities by specifying for each operator the range of its potential arguments. Relations for operators have two additional list-valued features HOUT and HNON. They list the HANDEL values of relations that can be immediately subordinated to the relation in question (the value of HOUT) or the HANDEL values of those that cannot (the value of HNON). The HD_ARG value of an operator relation must be an element of the list that is equal to the HOUT value minus the HNON value. If there is more than one element on this list, the scope of the operator is underspecified.
The value of HOUT is determined globally: In appropriate domains (scope islands), potential arguments (as specified in the lexical entries) are collected in a list. This list is percolated all over the domain and co-indexed with the HOUT value of every operator relation within this domain. E.g. every NP argument has the HANDEL value of its governing verb on the HOUT list. Thus, in the feature structure (6) below, the relations that model the determiners every and a (forall_rel and exists_rel) include in their HOUT UMRS structures are interpreted by translating them into an object language. For scopally fully specified UMRS structures, the translation rules TL, and TL 2) which were laid out in detail above, are employed. For UMRS structures that exhibit scope ambiguities, the translation must shoulder an additional task: it nondeterministically determines the scope of operators whose scope is not yet fixed. Above all, it reconstructs the main FA chain for each reading of an ambiguous UMRS structure.
Rule TL 3 applies to scopally underspecified UMRS structures. Once the (possibly recursive) application of TL 3 to an UMRS list L with scope underspecification has transformed it into a structure that contains only fully specified parts of L, these parts are processed by TL, l and TL 2 .
TL 3 specifies the step from the translation of an underspecified UMRS list L to the translation of its parts L, (a scopally underspecified operator and any relations functionally dependent on it) and L 2 (the rest of the list).
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To put it simply, each of these steps picks a scopally underspecified operator (plus any accompanying material) from the list, translates it, and applies it to the translation of the rest of the list (with a A-abstraction determined by chosen operator's BV value). Further restrictions rule out ill-formed disambiguations. More formally:
• L, contains only an operator relation R, with the BV value [n] and any relation that is functionally dependent on R, via some functional feature F, 7^ HD_ARG.
• The HANDEL value of Rt matches any relevant restrictions. R t determines the new relevant restrictions. • L 2 is the same as L 2 , except that the HANDEL value of R, is added to the HNON list of all relations of L 2 that have this feature.
The relevant restrictions mentioned in the third condition are either a type restriction or an exclusion set of HANDEL values. The condition is that the HANDEL value of R t matches the type restriction and may not be an element of this exclusion set. 6 The relation R, that is chosen for evaluation determines the new relevant restrictions in the following way: if the HD_ARG value of R, carries a type restriction, this becomes the new relevant type restriction. The HNON value of R t becomes the new exclusion set. If no choice of R, is possible for TL 3 such that its HANDEL value matches the relevant restrictions, the structure is ill formed and the translation procedure must reset one or more of the nondeterministic choices. If there are no alternative choices left, the translation procedure fails.
This rule prevents ill-formed disambiguations of UMRS structures (which would be too difficult to filter out in the metalanguage itself): cyclic function-argument chains as well as branching function-argument chains (in which more than one function has the same immediate argument) are ruled out.
UMRS and other approaches
Several other formalisms have been developed to describe scopally ambiguous semantic structures in underspecified, non-disjunctive representations, among them UDRT (Reyle 1993) , QLF (Alshawi & Crouch 1992) , MRS (Copestake, Flickinger, & Sag 1997) , and USDL (Pinkal 1996) . A number of features distinguish UMRS from these approaches.
The first difference of UMRS is that it expresses scope underspecification in terms of immediate subordination only (rather than in terms of not necessarily immediate subordination). This means that the basic scope relation is 'x has scope over y and everything else that has scope over y must also have scope over x\ whereas the other approaches use a subordination relation '<' that can be paraphrased as 'x has scope over y but there may be intervening material'. Scope ambiguity of a constituent is described in UMRS by underspecifying its immediate argument. Hence, cases of not necessarily immediate scope relations must be handled differently. In the analysis of u>/i-questions I will show that the restriction of compatibility between the HD_ARG value of a function and the HANDEL value of its argument (as expressed in the second condition of TL 3 ) can be exploited for this goal: suitable typings of HANDEL and HD_ARG values of scopally underspecified relations allow the expression of such scope relations (see e.g. the discussion of the wh-operator in section 4.3.1).
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This makes the representation more compact, as the list of relations constitutes the core semantics by itself, one does not need an additional explicit list of scope relations in the core.like e.g. in UDRT. Moreover, the mechanism of typing HANDEL and HD_ARG values of scopally underspecified relations can be used for other phenomena, too, hence, some variant of it may be necessary anyway. For instance, in this paper I will use it to model the fact that NPs that are quantified into u/Ji-questions must be read de dido (see section 4.3.2).
A further feature of UMRS is that it can represent the semantics of constituents not only by atomic relations but by whole lists of relations. The scope relations between elements of these lists may be underspecified, which opens up various ways of integrating them into the semantic representation of larger constituents. The aim of this highly flexible construction of complex constituents is to make possible simpler semantic representations in the lexicon and a simpler syntax-semantics interface. I will illustrate this feature of UMRS with the analysis I propose for the interrogative operator in section 4. While this feature plays an important role in UMRS, it could in principle be integrated into other underspecified approaches to structural ambiguities, too.
Nevertheless, fully exploiting the flexibility of this feature of UMRS in semantic construction seems to be difficult for approaches that describe not necessarily immediate scope relations in terms of the relation '<' while it is straightforward for an approach like UMRS, which captures these scope relations by suitable typings of HANDEL and HD_ARG values. See section 4.3.1 for an example for this claim (the integration of the semantic representations of the interrogative operator and of the iWi-elements).
The translation formalism for UMRS (see the preceding subsections) is similar to the one of QLF (Alshawi & Crouch 1992) in that it operates recursively on structures of the representation language. For an ambiguous structure, the translation nondeterministically selects one of its readings. The difference to the QLF translation is that UMRS structures denote object-level representations, whereas QLF structures receive a model-theoretic interpretation.
With this brief comparison of UMRS to other underspecified approaches I conclude the overview of UMRS. In the following section, the semantics of u//j-questions will be outlined, before I illustrate UMRS by employing it for the description of u//i-questioris.
THE SEMANTICS OF PFH-QUESTIONS
This section is devoted to the semantics of u>/i-questions and presents the challenges that u//i-questions pose for semantic representation formalisms. I start with a brief review of the approach of Karttunen & Peters (1980) (henceforth KP), which is based on Karttunen (1977) and Hamblin (1973) . This approach is reductionistic in that it interprets iWi-questions as the set of all propositions that are possible answers to the respective question.
Wh-phrases are rendered as existential quantifiers (like indefinite NPs). This nicely models the common ground between them, e.g. they are both acceptable in there-insertion contexts (Higginbotham 1997) . If propositions are interpreted as properties (or sets) of possible worlds or eventualities, the semantics of a question like (7) is (8), the set of propositions that characterize eventualities s by the property 'x is coming at s\ if x is a person in the given domain:
KP extend this approach to multiple wh -questions. In their semantic representations, all the w/i-elements appear outside the equation between propositions, the rest of the sentence, within it. Thus, the representation of (9) is (10), the set of propositions of the type 'x gets y\ if x and y are persons and marks, respectively, in the given individual domain:
Questions and answers
The view of KP that questions should denote the set of their possible answers was challenged by authors like Higginbotham & May (1981) (HM) and Groenendijk & Stokhof (1982) (GS) (see also Higginbotham 1997; Groenendijk & Stokhof 1984 , 1997 . They note that it is difficult to express the notion of 'partial answer' in this approach. It is a general observation that anything that narrows down the range of possible answers counts as an answer to a question (as opposed to an irrelevant remark). Complete answers to a question are thus a special case of answer. E.g. the following sentences all qualify as an answer to (7). None of them, however, except (11 a), is an element of the KP answer set. This begs the question of how to distinguish partial answers to a question from irrelevant remarks. HM and GS therefore separate the denotation of questions from possible answers to these questions. The semantics of questions gives rise to exhaustive partitions of the set of possible worlds in their analyses (presuppositions within questions would delimit the set to be partitioned). Consider e.g. GS's analysis of the intension of (7):
At any given world w", (12) denotes the set of all worlds in which the set of walkers is the same as in w" (or, alternatively, the proposition that the set of walkers is the same as in w"). If we assume that there are just two individuals a and b in all possible worlds, there are four options for the set of walkers in w". Consequently, the set of possible worlds is partitioned in four subsets, depending on whether the set of walkers in a world is 0, {a}, {b},or{a,b}.
On the basis of such a partition, the definition of answerhood is very straightforward. HM and GS state that a felicitous response to a question should narrow down the range of possibilities (the range of the partition of possible worlds) that is expressed in the semantics of a question. Formally: the meaning of such a response is regarded as a further restriction of each element in the set of possibilities. This should result in contradictory restrictions for at least one possibility, which is hence ruled out. Complete answers are special in that they rule out all but one possibility. For our example this means that if a is the individual called 'John', (na) rules out the possibility that the set of walkers is empty, or contains only the individual b. (nc), on the other hand, removes all possibilities except the one that the set of walkers is empty, hence, is a complete answer.
Although the notion of answerhood is not encoded directly in the KP analysis of tWj-sentences, I think it is still possible to follow the argumentation of Chierchia (1993, I9i£) in favour of KP proposition sets as the semantics of questions (modulo type raising), although one can no longer regard these proposition sets as sets of possible answers, as GS and HM have shown. This means that the relation between questions and answers must be spelt out explicitly, which I will do in the appendix A. 
The syntax-semantics interface
Once the semantic representation of a linguistic expression has been decided upon, one must show that it is possible to derive this representation by the interaction of the assumed syntactic theory with a suitable syntax-semantics interface. In this subsection, I will illustrate by the example of the KP analysis of the multiple wh -question (9) that the development of an appropriate syntax-semantics interface for u//i-questions is a rather involved issue.
The treatment of multiple wh -questions illustrates the two main features of the KP approach to ^-sentences: First, the semantic contribution of the wh -operator breaks down into two parts: (i) a binder of a proposition variable (in KP, a A-abstractor), which models the analysis of questions as answer sets, and (ii), an equation of propositions that characterizes the members of this answer set. Second, semantic representations of whexpressions are modelled as existential quantifiers that take scope over the equation and below the binder in the tWi-operator semantics.
This begs the question of how to model these features in the derivation of the semantics of multiple tWt-questions. In order to 'squeeze in' more than one wh -expression between the two parts of the whoperator for multiple wh -questions, it seems to be necessary to complicate the syntactic analysis and the syntax-semantic interface considerably. KP assume a syntactic question node for each tWi-expression. Thus, simple and multiple u>/i-questions get different syntactic analyses. They analyse (9) as (13) This analysis illustrates that the development of a syntactic analysis and a suitable syntax-semantics interface is a first challenge for analyses of whquestions. Ideally, all w/i-questions should be described in terms of one single syntactic structure with an invariant semantic interpretation for each type of syntactic node. When further phenomena are integrated into the semantic analysis of tWi-questions in the following two subsections, the topic of syntax-semantics interface will come up again.
De re vs. de dicto readings
In this subsection, I will discuss the distinction of de re vs. de dicto readings of w/j-expressions like which man. The difference shows up in examples like (16): (16) John knows which man walks If the u//j-expression which man is understood de re, John knows of all individuals that are men whether they walk, but need not be aware of the fact that each of them is a man. In the de dicto reading of the sentence, he also knows of each individual in the set of walking men that he is a man.
The KP analysis can only derive de re readings of w/i-expressions, as these expressions are interpreted as indefinite quantifiers, which restrict the answer set but are not part of it. GS note (and Zimmermann 1985 proves) that there is no direct way for the KP approach to derive these de dicto readings, because it assigns to u>/i-expressions the semantic type of NPs.
GS can express de dicto readings of w/j-questions like which man walks. They let (16) in its de dicto reading denote in a world w the proposition (17a) that the intersection of men and walkers is the same as in w. In contrast, the de re reading of this sentence in a world w is the set of worlds w' (17b) such that the intersection of individuals that are men in w and walkers in w' is the same as the intersection of men and walkers in w:
GS represent the semantic contribution of Wi-expressions in terms of A-abstractions rather than in terms of quantifiers. E.g. for which man walks, the abstract would at a given world wbe Ax o .man'(x o )(w)A walk (x o )(w). These abstractions, then, are embedded inside the equation that is the core of the question semantics. This analysis of u>/i-expressions by A-abstraction directly yields de dicto readings of u>/i-expressions.
De re readings are the result of a special mechanism in GS's approach, which assumes the framework of Montague Grammar (MG). First, one needs syntactic N variables one n (analogous to the he n NP variables assumed for quantifying in MG). These variables function as place-holders for the N constituent of a u//i-phrase in the derivation of a u//t-question. Second, there is a syntactic rule that combines sentences and N into a sentence. This rule replaces a syntactic variable one n by the N constituent. The corresponding semantic rule integrates the N semantics <f> into the sentence semantics i/> by abstracting in xp over the variable that is the semantic contribution of one n , and applying the result to (p. This application ensues that the world parameter of the N semantics is determined independently of the semantics of the sentence. In (17b), this pertains to the two instances of the semantic representation of man, whose world parameters are both set to the world w at which the sentence is evaluated. Chierchia (1993) shows that it is possible in his analysis, too, to derive de dido readings. For de re readings, he also relies on a syntactic rule that combines sentences and N constituents.
These analyses are problematic in that they necessitate a very peculiar extension of syntax by adding a rule that combines a sentence and an N. This technique of relating semantic ambiguities to different derivation histories of identical syntactic structures is used in MG to obtain a 1:1 -relation between syntactic structures and readings of a semantically ambiguous expression. But the underspecified approach can preserve a 1:1-relation between syntactic and semantic structures without having to assume these otherwise unmotivated syntactic ambiguities, by describing the readings of a semantically ambiguous syntactic structure in terms of one single underspecified semantic representation.
Note also that the solution as it stands runs into problems, because it integrates the semantics of the N constituent of the w/i-phrase into the core of the question by conjunction. This is problematic for sentence pairs like in (18) and (19) In the GS representation of example (18a) (attributed to Stanley Peters), there are two conjoined instances of the proposition bachelor'(x), which boil down to one. This, however, makes the semantics of (18a) identical to the semantics of (18b). Similarly, commutativity of the conjunction would bring it about that the representations of (19a) and (19b) become indistinguishable. Higginbotham's (1997) approach, too, represents the semantics of whquestions as a partition on the set of possible worlds. His analysis overcomes the problem posed by examples like (18) or (19): While the u>/j-element is introduced into the core of the question, it functions only as a restriction on the propositions that are used for the construction of the partitions of possible worlds (see section 3.4.3 and Higginbotham 1997 for details).
The solution I will propose in section 4.3.2 sticks to the KP analysis in that it analyzes wh -questions as indefinite quantifiers. Yet it is possible to extend this analysis to cover de dicto readings as well. The reason for this is that UMRS is very flexible in combining the parts of a semantic representation.
Quantifying into wh-questions
Quantifying into questions is yet another phenomenon that a fully-fledged analysis of the semantics of wh -questions must take into account. E.g. (20) has, apart from the reading in which one asks for the mark which everyone got, an additional reading, the so-called '(pair) list reading', which asks for pairs of persons x, and marks x z such that x, got x 2 :
This reading is related to a multiple tWi-question (in the case of (20), (9)) in that both share the same complete answer. However, Higginbotham (1997) has shown that they are not equivalent in that they have different partial answers. He illustrates this by the following example: In a situation in which there are three people, anyone who knows of two of them what they said but has no information about the third can assert (21) but not (22) In one reading of (23), called 'choice reading' by Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984) , one asks for information about the position of any two unicorns. An appropriate answer to this reading could be Unicorn A is in the garden and unicorn B, behind the house. Such readings add an additional level of complexity in that they do not denote unique questions but whole families of questions. E.g. for (23), any family member is a question on the whereabouts of two unicorns. This entails that the type of their semantic representation must be more complex than merely sets of propositions. If one wants to assign a uniform type to all wh -questions, the type of a simple u//j-question like (7) must be lifted.
In addition, the problem of de dicto/de re readings reappears for quantifiers that are quantified into u//i-expressions, as these quantifiers must be understood de ditto.
Like HM and GS I analyse the list reading of (20) and the choice reading of (23) as quantifying into w/i-questions. My use of the term 'quantifying in' refers to the same class of phenomena as in MG (syntactic structures that are associated with more than one reading which is due to scope underspecification of quantifiers). However, the use of this term is not meant to imply that I subscribe to the MG account of these phenomena (relating different readings of one syntactic structure to different derivation histories of the syntactic structure).
Chierchia (1993) is sceptical of the interpretation of sentences like (20) as instances of quantifying in. He gives two arguments against such an analysis: first, he claims that in these analyses it is impossible to rule out quantifying into yes/no questions. Second, he doubts that standard quantifying in and rules like the ones proposed by Higginbotham (1997) and Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984) for quantifying into tvh-questions have enough common ground to be grouped together under the same heading.
His first argument against such analyses is not uncontroversial, see e.g. Higginbotham (1997) . But even if quantifying in yes/no questions is impossible, this can be accounted for in the proposed analysis (see section 4.3.1). Furthermore, I will show in section 4.3.1 that there is more common ground between standard quantifying in and quantifying into questions in the proposed analysis than in Higginbotham's (1997) and Groenendijk & Stokhof's (1984) analyses, which justifies subsuming them under the common denominator of quantifying in.
In sum, a comprehensive analysis of tWi-questions must be able to account for quantifying into u>/t-questions and, in addition, to describe the relation between multiple wh-sentences and quantifying universal quantifiers into u>/i-sentences. Let us now briefly review a number of analyses of quantifying into Wi-questions.
KP's approach
The list reading of (20) cannot be described by a straightforward extension of the KP approach. The direct way of expressing in this approach that, according to this reading, not everyone must have the same mark would be to give the universal quantifier everyone wide scope over the existential quantifier as introduced by the wh -element which mark:
But if there is more than one person in the individual domain, (24) denotes the empty set rather than the desired set of propositions of type Ai.get / (x,,x 2 )(s) (with x,, a person and x 2 , a mark): for every person x,, a proposition p of the set denoted by (24) would have to be equal to the proposition 'x, gets x 2 at s' (x 2 , a mark). However, this condition cannot be fulfilled, as no proposition can be equal to 'x, gets x 2 at s' for more than one pair of values for x, and x 2 (KP). Karttunen (1977) concludes that ^-expressions must have widest scope in a wh -question and that quantifying into these questions must be analysed in terms of a 'performative approach' to questions. I.e. direct questions Q are interpreted as indirect questions of the type 'I want you to tell me Q' (see Groenendijk & Stokhof 1997 for an extended discussion of the performative approach). This move makes possible quantifying in in the usual way; the resulting analysis for (20) would roughly be 'For each person, tell me what mark he got'.
However, KP show that this solution cannot be generalized to list readings of w/i-questions that are complements of verbs like to wonder. They suggest accounting for these examples by a rule that maps universal quantifiers that are quantified into w/i-questions on to their duals. As this rule maps universal quantifiers on to existential ones, (20) can be assigned the same semantics (10) as (9). However, this rule does not cover quantifying into whquestions in general, e.g. it does not account for Belnap's example (23). Engdahl (1986) In functional readings, what is asked for is a set of functions that maps the individuals in the quantifier's restriction onto individuals that belong to the wh -expression's restriction. E.g. for (20), a functional reading is forced in the question-answer pair (26).
Engdahl's approach
(26) Which mark did everyone get? The mark he dreaded most to get.
Mathematically, functional readings subsume list readings, as functions can be interpreted as sets of ordered pairs of individuals (such pairs are asked for in list readings). List readings are then a special case of functional readings in that the language happens to lack an expression for the function / in the case of list readings. This means that/ must be characterized by an explicit listing of its ordered pairs.
However, as Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984) and Chierchia (1993) show, quantifying into w/i-questions cannot be identified with functional readings:
10 The functional and the list reading of a Wi-sentence contribute to the truth conditions of larger constructions independently of each other. Consider e.g. Max knows whom everyone loves: Max may know the exhaustive list of lover-loved pairs without being aware of the function that maps the first element of such a pair on the corresponding second element. The reverse might also hold.
Moreover, if one adopts the argumentation of Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984) against relating singular forms of u^/i-expressions with uniqueness presuppositions, the uniqueness condition on values as introduced by the functions/ is an additional feature that distinguishes functional and list readings: while this condition holds for functional readings, it is too strong for wh-readings. E.g. in the list reading of (27), the pairs that are asked for are taken from the Cartesian product of persons and students: it is possible for a person in the relevant domain to see more than one student Higginbotham (1997) , Stokhof (1984), and Chierchia (1993) propose analyses for quantifying into questions that describe these cases with expressions that have lifted types. To show how these analyses work, I will outline the basics of the first of these analyses.
Higginbotham's approach
Higginbotham assumes that simple u//*-questions (modulo type lifting, whose motivation is to assign all tWi-questions the same semantic type) denote partitions of possible worlds. Elements of this partition are characterized by sets S of predicates. E.g. for simple tWi-questions of the type Which X Y?, such a set S contains for any individual x in the given context such that x 6 [xj either the proposition P(x) or its negation, where P is the semantics of Y. (Nothing else is an element of such an S.)
If we assume that there aretjust three people a, b, and c. Higginbotham's (1997) analysis of (7) yields a'partition like (29), where <f> stands for the property of coming:
For quantifying into questions, the picture is more complex. Higginbotham (1997) describes it via a set of sets of partitions. I will introduce his analysis here only informally, for the details of the formal apparatus, I refer to the original article.
Consider e.g. the choice reading of Who do two people love?. If we again assume that there are only three people in the domain, the semantics of the question without the quantified in element can be described by a partition which is like (29), if .0 = Ay.love (x,, y) .
Then the resulting set of sets of partitions S' contains three members, as there are three possibilities of picking two individuals from the set of people. If E, is the element of S' in which the chosen individuals are a and b, E, must contain for both a and b a partition which is like (29), with <j> = Ay.love (a, y) and <j> = Ay.love (6, y), respectively.
This analysis models the similarity between Who loves whom? and Who does everybody love?. In our small three-person universe, the semantics of the former (after type lifting) is a singleton set whose member has as its sole element the partition ( ..,}} Higginbotham (1997) have the same complete answers. For the multiple to/i-question, a complete answer picks out one element from the partition (30) that is the sole member of the sole element of the semantic representation of the question. This element specifies all the and only the lover-loved pairs. For the list reading, the family of questions has only one element (31), too, but one that has a partition for every person. A complete answer to the list reading picks for each person a partition member that specifies all the and only the persons he loves. The union of these partition members equals the partition member for the first question. Higginbotham (1997) achieves the construction of these semantic structures by two special interface rules. The first one combines which, an N constituent and a sentence into a tWi-sentence. The second rule is ternary and combines a determiner, an N constituent and a w/i-sentence into a new wh-sentence. In both rules, one has access to the N constituent within a wfo-phrase or within an NP that is quantified into a tWi-sentence. The motivation for such rules is that the corresponding semantic rule can directly manipulate the semantics of this N constituent. By this move, one can derive de ditto readings for u>fo-phrases and for quantified-in NPs. The price, however, is that the syntax-semantic interface is complicated by these additional rules.
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In the UMRS analysis of u'/i-questions and quantifying into whquestions, I will do without such special rules. This considerably simplifies the syntax-semantics interface. What is more, this restriction makes possible an underspecified representation of the ambiguities introduced by quantifiers in u>/i-sentences. As I will show in section 4, this approach relies crucially on the flexibility of combining semantic material in UMRS representations.
The assumed semantic representation of wh-questions
On the basis of the discussion in the preceding subsections, I assume the following semantic representations for (wh-)questions: 
Q(Xp3y.tnark'(y)(s") Ap = Xs.student'(x)(s) A mzrk'(y)(s)Aget'(x,y)(s))
In order to distinguish de re and de dicto readings, properties that model N semantics are assigned a situation or possible world parameter, too. (For de re readings, the binding of this parameter is left open, I assume here some kind of contextual binding along the lines envisaged in Enc 1986). Consequently, relations that denote properties like being a student must carry a situation feature SA ('situation argument'), too.
This calls for a slight adaption of the translation rule TL 2 for modification structures. The situation arguments of the main relations of the modifiers and of the modified constituent must be identical. However, in the case of underspecified modification, this condition cannot be anticipated in the semantic construction. Hence, TL 2 must coindex the situation arguments of these main relations.
(32b) and (33 b) are merely lifted versions of the standard KP analyses, the set of sets of sets of propositions of the type 'it is raining' and 'x is coming' (x, a person), respectively. The difference between (34b) and (35b) is that in the de dicto reading the semantics of the N constituents within the w/i-phrases appear twice, once as the restriction over the elements of the proposition set, and once more inside these propositions to express their de dicto character.
For quantifying into wh -questions, the complex types are indispensable: (36b) denotes the set of sets Q 1 . Each member of Q' comprises for every student x the set of propositions of the type 'student x gets mark y\ This entails that Q' is a singleton set. Compare this representation to the one of (35a): The difference here is that for (35b), the member of the resulting singleton set has only one element, the set of propositions of the type 'student x gets mark y\ This models the difference between (35 a) and (36a), as noted by Higginbotham. Finally, (37b) stands for the set of sets Q". Every member of Q" comprises for two students one set of propositions each. These propositions are of the type 'student x gets mark y\ '3 2 ' is merely an abbreviation: 3 2 x.P{x) «-> 3y3z.y ẑ AP(y)AP(z).
THE CONSTRUCTION OF COMPLEX M/-QUESTIONS IN UMRS
The analysis of w/j-questions in UMRS is presented in four parts: After a short outline of the syntactic analysis of w/i-questions that is assumed in this paper, I will discuss the representation of the interrogative operator in UMRS. Next come some comments on the possibilities of avoiding overgeneration in the underspecified treatment of ambiguity in UMRS. After these preliminaries, the analyses for u//i-sentences are spelt out in detail.
The underlying syntactic analysis of wh.-questions
The syntactic analysis of wh -questions in the HPSG framework which is assumed in this paper was proposed by Feldhaus (1996) . In this subsection, I will briefly outline the essential features of this analysis. I will presuppose a working knowledge of HPSG and refer to Pollard & Sag (1994) for a comprehensive description of the HPSG framework The essential features of Feldhaus's (1996) analysis are:
• a new head-interrogative schema (HIS) licenses fronting of a w/i-phrase in a sentence • u//i-elements interact with other phenomena (e.g. word order, intonation, other lexical information .. .) to determine the value of a MOOD feature. This feature plays a prominent role in the HIS.
The HIS is depicted in (38): 
TO-B1ND I SLASH
In prose: a u>/i-phrase W and a saturated sentence S (verb with an empty SUBCAT list) form a sentence, if the following conditions are met:
• 5 contains a trace (in TO This schema is based on a detailed account of how the MOOD value of a sencence is derived. In this derivation, various phenomena interact (for details, see Feldhaus 1996, 99ff.) . The presence of a wh-element somewhere within a constituent leads to a MOOD value of type wh-interrogative for the whole constituent. This allows for pied piping: e.g. in which park has the MOOD value wh-interrogative, since the MOOD value of which is assigned this value lexically. Based on this mood determination one can also express the condition that w/i-phrases in situ must be licensed by a sentence-initial w/i-phrase. And, finally, the MOOD value also opens an easy way of expressing selection restrictions of sentence-embedding verbs.
Yes/no-questions and wh -questions include in their semantics the same interrogative operator. I assume that, for u>/j-questions, this interrogative operator is the semantic contribution of the HIS. I follow Copestake, Flickinger, & Sag (1997) here in that the semantic contribution of a phrase is interpreted as the union of the contributions of the daughters, and of the mother. This approach assumes only one interrogative operator per sentence no matter how many wh -phrases there are in the sentence.
No further machinery is needed for the syntax-semantics interface of tWi-questions. Note in particular that the integration of the semantics of the fronted wh -phrase into the semantics of the whole sentence takes place in the construction of the head daughter of the HIS and is passed on to the fronted tWi-element via the coindexation of its LOCAL feature with the trace in the head daughter.
Thus, Feldhaus's head-interrogative schema lays the syntactic groundwork for an interface between syntax and semantics that allows an analysis of u>/t-questions in terms of one single syntactic structure with an invariant semantic interpretation for all types of syntactic nodes.
The interrogative operator in UMRS
The interrogative operator is represented in UMRS as a list of three relations qi_rel, q2_rel, and qi_rel that are only loosely connected (the BV value \2\ of qi_rel is the INST value of q2_rel, the BV value of (T) of q2_rel and the INST value o(qj_rel are coindexed, too). These indices correspond to the set of sets of proposition sets (|T)), and to the proposition set (|T|) that play a prominent role in the PC analysis of tWi-questions introduced in section 3. The three relations are scopally underspecified operators, hence, they have an AN_ARG The relations qi_rel, q2_rel, and qi_rel together represent the semantics of the interrogative operator. Semantic construction integrates these relations into larger semantic representations. In the representations of fully specified w/i-sentences, all Wi-phrases must have scope between q2_rel and qi_rt\. Therefore, the HD_ARG value o(q2_rel is not yet specified. It can be co-indexed only with the HANDEL value of a u'/i-element, if there are any, or else with the HANDEL value of qz_rel. Similarly, the position between qi_rel and q2_rel can only be filled by NPs that are quantified into the question, if there are any. This is secured by the types of the HANDEL and HD_ARG value of the three relations, an issue to which I will turn in section 4.3 below. For the remainder of this subsection, the types of HANDEL and HD_ARG values can be ignored.
Such a representation in UMRS exploits its flexibility in introducing and combining semantic material. This kind of representation is more flexible than e.g. an attempt to describe the interrogative operator directly in an extension of a predicate calculus: there, semantic lexical entries are indivisible and allow no other material to intervene during semantic construction. Thus, UMRS yields a simple semantics even for the complex w/j-question cases.
The translation of the three relations is spelt out in (40). The complexity of the types of the translations is necessitated by quantifying into questions. But, nevertheless, the semantic representations of the relations are very simple. In the translations in (40), I use the indices of (39) to show the parallels between the UMRS decomposition and the PC translation.
(40) (a) lqi_relj = AQ 2 .Q 2 (argument and range of type ((((*, t) 
,t),t),t)) (b) [ q2 _rd] = XP.Q 2 (P) (type («s, t), t),t)) (c) Iq3-rel]=\q.p 7 =q(typc({s,t),t))
For simple yes-no questions like Is it raining? no material intervenes between the parts of the interrogative operator. Hence, the translation of these relations plus a relation for rain (with INST value \8\, which means that its translation is rain'(i 8 )) gives the desired semantics, viz., the set of sets of the set of propositions of the type 'it is raining'. Recall that in the translation of an UMRS function-argument structure the function triggers A-abstraction over the value of its BV feature for the translation of its argument:
(41) AQ.Q(AQ 2 (AP.Q 2 (P)(A;> 7 (A ? = *( = AQ 2 .Q 2 (A/> 7 ./> 7 = Aj 8 .rain'(5g))
As an illustration of the interaction of the parts of the interrogative operator semantics with the semantics of tWi-elements, consider the de re reading of (33 a). I omit the typings of the HANDEL and HD_ARG values: If we assume that wh_rel has scope between qz_rel and qi_rel, and that qi_rel has highest and come_rel, narrowest scope (cf. section 4.3 to see how this is achieved), (42) In the following, I will employ a two-dimensional notation of feature structures. E.g. (42) In this section, I have introduced the semantics of the interrogative operator. It consists of three only loosely connected relations. This allows NPs that are quantified into wh-sentences and tWi-elements to interact scopally with the parts of this interrogative operator.
Constraining structural semantic ambiguities in UMRS
The question of how to constrain potential ambiguities and how to derive and constrain the de dicto/de re readings within w/i-questions has been postponed until now. I will show that both these tasks can be handled by the typing of HANDEL and HD_ARG values.
UMRS represents operator scope ambiguities by listing for each operator its potential immediate arguments. These lists depend on the HINHOUT | HOUT value of the top node of a scope domain, which is coindexed with every operator relation's HOUT value within this domain (see section 2.2). Thus, all operators of a domain have nearly the same list of potential arguments: their HOUT value minus their HANDEL value. Thus, as presented so far, this approach would overgenerate considerably, even if some unwanted structures (e.g. cyclic function-argument chains) are ruled out by the translation rule TL 3 for UMRS structures.
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This problem affects UMRS representations of wh -questions, too: The desired readings of these UMRS structures should respect an ordering in the main FA chain ('<' abbreviates 'has immediate scope over'):
qi_rel < quantifiers (from quantified in NPs) < q2_rel < wh-representation, < .. . < w/j-representation n < qi_rel < other material of the sentence But, so far, very little has been done to enforce this ordering. The only possibility is not to put the HANDEL value o(qi_rel on the HOUT list, which ensures that it must receive widest scope within a w/i-sentence. Apart from this move, one can merely mark qzjrel and qijrel and the relations for w/j-elements and quantifiers indiscriminately as potential arguments within their domain (by putting their HANDEL values on to the domain-specific list of potential arguments via the lexical HINHOUT|HIN value). This allows other, unwanted orderings, e.g. one in which qijrel outscopes wh-elements.
The solution is to appropriately type the HANDEL and HDARG values of the involved relations. This technique allows restricting the combinatory potential of scope bearing elements and, what is more, it can also be used for the derivation (and constraining) of de re vs. de dicto readings of w/i-phrases and quantifiers. This typing blocks unwanted orderings in the main FA chain of the UMRS representation of w/i-sentences. E.g. it rules out that a tWi-element (whose relation has a HD_ARG value of type wh_handel) takes as its argument the main verb of a u»/i-sentence (which is represented by a relation with a HANDEL value of the type nwh_handel). In short, the following part of the main FA chain in Wi-questions is fixed by this simple typing:
Scope relations for w/z-phrases and quantifiers in wh-questions
Consider again the UMRS analysis (46) To express the same constraint on the ordering of the parts of the interrogative operator and the t^/i-relations in terms of the subordination relation '<' as used e.g. in UDRT (where subordination is not necessarily immediate), two conditions are needed: q 2 < X and X < q i for any whrelation X.
However, the compositional derivation of the second condition seems problematic: If we assume that the preposed wh-phrase, the question operator, and a sentence with a trace are the syntactic building blocks of w/i-sentences, how can the semantic composition extract from the semantic information that is associated with these building blocks exactly those parts that enter into this scope interaction? This problem does not show up in UMRS where the scope relations need not be determined in the process of composition but are predetermined lexically by typing HANDEL and HD_ARG values of the scopally interacting relations. In this respect, the UMRS representation has an advantage over the representation of scope relations in terms of the subordination relation '<'• In a similar fashion, the scope possibilities for quantifiers in w/i-sentences can be controlled. E.g., the structure (47) is the UMRS analysis of (36a). Again, only relevant typings are shown:
(47) (qi(Hi,l2,BV2,HA2o nu ,J, mark(H 9 ,I8), q2(H 3nu , /| ,l2,BV4,HA2i^), forall(Hio niWi ,BVii,Ri2, HA2 4mWl ), qi (H5 wh ,H,BV6,HA22 nwh ) , student(Hi2, In), wh(H 7u , /i ,BV8,R 9! HA23 u// ,), get(Hi 3nuA , 16,A.II,A a 8)> As sentence (36a) is ambiguous between a standard Wi-question and a list reading one would expect (47) to comprise two different main FA chains. This prediction is borne out. The HOUT list of every scope-bearing relation's HANDEL value in (47) is ([U,L1] , [7] , [TF|, [1T|) . Again, the typing of the HANDEL and HDARG values ensures that the only possible argument of whjrel is qi_rel and that whjrel is the immediate argument of q2_rel. This brings the HOUT list of the remaining scope-bearing relations down to For forall_rel, this shortened HOUT list comprises the two linguistically attested scope possibilities, which are compatible with the typings of the HANDEL and HD_ARG values: It may have getjrel or q2_rel as argument. In either case, the remaining scope relations (qi_rel < q2_rel, qijrel < foralljrel, and qi_rel <forall_rel, qi_rel < getjrel, respectively) follow directly. This illustrates how UMRS represents quantifying into whquestions without overgeneration.
The basic technique for modelling the ambiguity of (36a) is to leave underspecified the scope position of a quantifier relation. This allows the use of standard syntax and syntax-semantics interface rules instead of special ones. What is more, it is the very same technique that was used for the derivation of standard quantifying in cases like Every man loves a woman in section 2.2. The fact that one single technique can account for both phenomena agrees with subsuming them both under the heading of quantifying in. This might answer Chierchia's (1993) worry that the operation that combines quantifier NPs with whsentences is too different from standard quantifying in to be subsumed under this heading, too.
I conclude this section with some remarks on how quantifying into yes/ no questions could be ruled out in the proposed analysis. The schema that licenses yes/no questions syntactically would contribute the same semantics (39) as the schema that licenses u>/i-questions. But in the case of yes/noquestions, the HD-ARG value of qi_rel would be restricted to the HANDEL value of q2_rel, which bars quantifying in, since the scope position for quantified in relations is no longer available.
In sum, subtyping the HANDEL and HD_ARG values makes it possible to reduce the range of readings for underspecified UMRS structures to avoid overgeneration of inappropriate readings of w/i-sentences.
De re and de dicto readings
The last step in the derivation of the desired readings is the distinction between the de re and de dicto readings. Recall that the phenomenon had two aspects: ^F/j-phrases may be read de re or de dicto, and quantifiers that are quantified into questions are read de dicto.
This phenomenon is handled by a combination of two mechanisms:
• typing HANDEL and HD_ARG values (like in the case of wh-expressions)
• an appropriateness condition on feature structures that allows a local type inference on feature values
The proposed solution is based on a quantifying in analysis. The technique that is used to derive the de dicto/de re ambiguity turns on the UMRS flexibility in underspecifying the composition of the semantic representation of a sentence. This flexibility overcomes the fundamental problem of deriving de dicto readings in a KP-like approach to w/j-question semantics.
Distribution of de re and de dicto readings.
To guide the distribution of de re and de dicto readings, the basic idea is to introduce a cross-classification of quantifier relations. De dicto readings are modelled by a special subtype of quantifier relations that allows for a more flexible relation between the semantics of a determiner and the semantics of its syntactic N sister. De re readings, on the other hand, need no further semantic machinery, they can be expressed in the usual way, viz., by co-indexing the RESTR value of the determiner relation with the HANDEL value of the relation that represents the associated N semantics.
14 Formally, apart from the standard distinction of different kinds of quantifiers there is another, exhaustive partition of quantifier relations into the two incompatible subtypes quant_dr_re\ (which is involved in de re readings, this type corresponds roughly to the quantifier relation as assumed so far) and quant_dd_rel (which appears in de dicto readings). See appendix B for a comprehensive view of the resulting (cross-classifying) hierarchies of quantifier relations and HANDEL values. As an example, consider the two subtypes o£forall_rel (slightly simplified): The distinction between the subtypes of quantifier relations is twofold: first, they are distinguished by the types of their HANDEL and HD_ARG values (dd_handel and dr_handel, respectively, again a partition of the general handel type), second, they show different specifications (RESTR and D_RESTR, respectively) of a feature P_ARG that is coindexed with the HANDEL value of the relation that models the associated N semantics. This distinction will be discussed in detail in section 4.3.2.2:
The typing determines the distribution of de dicto and de re readings of quantifiers. I will use (49), the UMRS representation of (36a), to show how this mechanism works (only relevant types are shown). Crucial are the types of the HANDEL and HD_ARG values in this structure. The HD_ARG value of qi_rel and the HANDEL value of q2_rel are typed dd_handel. This is one prerequisite for expressing that a quantifier relation that takes scope between them must be understood de dicto: if the quantifier relation is the immediate argument of qi_rel, its HANDEL value must.be of the type dd_handel as well (due to TL 3 ). This in turn triggers a local type inference on the basis of the condition that only subtypes of quantifier_dd_rel have this HANDEL value. The inference enforces a specification of the quantifier relation to the one of its subtypes that is a subtype of quantifier_dd_rel.
The scope position between q2_rel and q$_rel is not restricted in a similar way, the HD_ARG value o(q2_rel and the HANDEL value o(q$_rel are neutral to the distinction dd_handel/dr_handel. That is, relations whose scope position is between q2_rel and q$_rel are not fixed with respect to the de re/de dicto distinction by obtaining this scope position. As this position is taken by the u^-relations, this models the observation that u>/i-expressions allow either a de re or a de dicto reading. The HD_ARG value o£qi_rel as well as the HANDEL and HD_ARG values of all other relations in the lexicon must be typed dr_handel.
If we now consider possible scopings in (49), we find once more that the scope relations q2_rel < u>h_rel < qi_re\ are fixed. But, nevertheless, two main FA chains are possible, depending on whether the forall_rel takes scope between qi_rel and q2_rel, or between qi_rel andgetjrel. These two options model the underspecification of the scope of the NP everyone: It may be understood as quantified into the question or as a part of the core of the question. The lexical entry of the forall_rel is compatible with both readings. Its HANDEL and HD_ARG values are of the type (nwh_)handel, as it is underspecified with respect to the partition quantifier_dr_rel/ quantifier_dd_rel.
If the first scope option is chosen, the forall_rel must be specified to forall_dd_rel. That is, whenever a quantifier is quantified into a uVt-question, it must be read de dicto, which is exactly what we want. On the other hand, if the quantifier takes scope below q$_rel, it follows analogously that it is interpreted de re, because, due to TL 3 and the partitioning of the type quant_rel, it must be specified to forall_dr_rel.
This approach opens an easy way of describing the scope behaviour of determiners in the lexicon. While in principle quantifier relations would be unspecified w.r.t. the quant_dd_rel and the quant_dr_rel partition (which means that their scope behaviour within w/i-questions is not restricted), more specific typing is possible to indicate restrictions in the scoping behaviour within ^-questions. For instance, Groenendijk & Stokhof's (1984) observation that downward monotone quantifiers strongly disallow quantifying into u>/j-questions could be modelled by typing them lexically as quant_dr_rel, which makes it impossible for them to take scope between qijrel and q2_rel.
Similarly, lexeme-specific restrictions on the de re/de dicto distinction could be expressed. E.g. if NP w/j-expressions like who and what, whose restriction ('person' and 'thing', respectively) is not given in terms of an explicit N constituent, have only de re readings, this could easily be modelled in our approach by lexically typing them as quant_dr_rel, while it would be difficult to express this restriction in an approach like the one of GS which treats the de dicto readings of wh-elements as basic.
4.3.2.2
Representation and interpretation of de re and de dicto readings. The second distinction between the two classes of quantifiers that is modelled by the partition of quant_rel into quant_dd_rel and quant_dr_rel concerns the relation between a quantifier and its associated N semantics. So far, I have assumed that quantifier relations have a feature RESTR whose value is coindexed with the HANDEL value of the relation that models the associated N semantics. This is a function-argument relation that is processed in the recursive procedure of translating UMRS structures.
The existence of de re and de dicto readings of NPs, however, shows that this analysis covers only the de re interpretation of NPs. Hence, a more general representation of quantifiers is called for, in order to express the observation that quantifiers may be related semantically to their associated N semantics in various ways.
To this aim, I assume an underspecified relation that models all kinds of quantifiers. The difference to the quantifier relations as assumed so far, however, is that instead of a RESTR feature it has a P_ARG feature. The schematic UMRS representation of the semantics of NPs looks like this: The value of the feature P_ARG in the quantifier relation is coindexed with the HANDEL value of the relation restr_rel, which stands for the associated N semantics, and whose INST value is coindexed with the BV value of the quantifier. Since the P_ARG value indicates the relation that represents the restriction for the quantifier relation, the translation of this relation must be assumed as the restriction of the quantifier in the translation of UMRS structures like ($0). However, it is not yet determined whether this relation is to be taken as an argument of the quantifier relation at the UMRS level or not.
This interpretation of the P_ARG value overcomes the problem noted for examples like (18) and (19), because it applies only to the semantic contributions of restrictions of u>/i-elements, which hence distinguishes them from the semantic contributions of constituents that belong to the core of a tf/i-question even if such a constituent has the same semantic representation as the restriction of a u/Ji-element.
Partitioning this quant_rel type into quant_dd_rel and quant_dr_rel leads not only to a more restrictive typing of the HANDEL and HD_ARG values, but also to a specification of the P_ARG feature. For quant_dr_rel, it becomes the RESTR feature, which indicates a function-argument relationship between a quantifier and its associated N semantics, as has been assumed so far.
In the case of quant_dd_rel, the P_ARG feature is specified to the feature D_RESTR (for 'domain restriction'). This feature models the loose relation between a quantifier and its associated N semantics in a de dicto reading, but does not indicate a function-argument relation between quantifier and associated N semantics on the UMRS level.
This procedure begs two questions: First, how can a relation R that models the associated N semantics of a quantifier but is no argument of the quantifier at the UMRS level be integrated into the UMRS structure? In order to get a well-formed, translatable structure, one must establish a dependence between R and some element of the main FA chain. Second, how can R be introduced in the core of the question (in UMRS terms, below the qz_rel) to express the de dicto character of the NP?
The answer to both problems is to interpret the relation Rasa modifier. This means that it is conjoined to another relation. This other relation must belong to the core of the question. Technically speaking, one must coindex the HANDEL value of the relation R with the HANDEL value of a suitable relation below qi_rel.
The technical apparatus for this procedure is available in UMRS, because it can also handle cases of modifier attachment ambiguities in an underspecified way. In this section, I will introduce as much of this apparatus as necessary and refer the reader to Egg & Lebeth (1995) for the fully worked out treatment of modifier attachment ambiguities.
This analysis uses the HOUT list of (HANDEL values of) potential arguments that is the basis for scope underspecification in UMRS for underspecification of modifier attachment, too. Modifiers can be underspecified with respect to their attachment site by leaving open their HANDEL values but constraining them to be a member of the HOUT list.
In the relations that stand for quantifier expressions, the value \n\ of the feature HOUT lists the potential arguments for scope-bearing operations. We state that quant_dd_rel specifies its D_RESTR value as an element of \n\. If we in addition specify the type of the D_RESTR value as nwh_dr, this means that the HANDEL value of the relation of the associated N semantics must be coindexed with the HANDEL value of a relation that takes scope below qijrel, as desired. (51) 
INST ITl
In the examples given in this paper, the HOUT list always comprises only one HANDEL value of type nwh_dr_handel (the HANDEL value of the main verb). Hence, we need not bother with the determination of underspecified modifier attachment in this paper.
Before turning to the detailed examples of UMRS analyses of whquestions, I will briefly recapitulate the main features of the proposed analysis.
• all w/i-questions are described in terms of one single syntactic structure (Feldhaus's head-interrogative schema) • the ambiguities between de re and de dicto readings of tWi-phrases as well as the ambiguities caused by non-u//i-quantifiers in u//z-sentences (quantifying in or not) can be represented in an underspecified way • the similarity between w/j-expressions and indefinites can be modelled like in KP's analysis by representing w/j-elements in terms of existential quantification • all N constituents can be treated uniformly in the syntax, i.e. they become part of an NP structure, which then is integrated into larger structures. In particular no syntactic rules for combining sentences with N constituents are necessary to derive the distinction between de dicto and de re readings • quantifying into declarative sentences and into w/z-sentences follows the same rules
In sum, the UMRS approach allows for a transparent analysis of the semantics of u//i-questions that captures ambiguities by underspecification and needs only a simple syntax-semantics interface. This illustrates my claim that such an approach considerably reduces the complexity of linguistic analyses.
ANALYSES OF H/H-SENTENCES IN UMRS
In this section, I give detailed examples for the UMRS analysis of whquestions. After a de dicto reading for the w/j-phrase in a simple w/j-question I present a multiple u^-sentence and, finally, an analysis for a w/j-sentence with a quantifying in reading.
The first example is the sentence (52): The only successful application of the translation rules to (5 3) is the one in which TL 3 chooses the functions in the order that corresponds to the only feasible main FA chain in this UMRS representation.
In addition, student_rel must act as a modifier of a relation whose HANDEL value is on HOLT. However, the only element of the HOLT list with a suitable typed HANDEL value is the comejrel, hence, there is no underspecification of modifier attachment. Note that student_rel comprises a situation argument to allow for de dicto readings of NPs.
Successive application of TL 3 gives us the following structure:
[ The translation of the UMRS structure (53) was successful, as it managed to break down the list into singleton lists. These singletons have defined translations into object language, which respect the coindexations between relations in the UMRS list:
Note that the translation of the wh_dd_rel contains the restriction of the w/z-expression. This is due to the coindexation of the HANDEL value of the relation that stands for this restriction with the D_RESTR value of the wh_dd_rel. The translation of (53) The value of the HOUT feature for the scope bearing expressions in this UMRS structure is (|-4],|T1,| 121,117|,|20|). Since there are two whrelations in this sentence, either one may be the immediate function for the qi_rel. In either case, the remaining u>fo-relation must be the function of the first one. But then q2_rel must be the immediate function of this second tf/i-relation. There is no other way of integrating the w/i-relations into the main FA chain of the UMRS structure. The two scoping options noted for the iWi-relations are semantically equivalent, hence, I will assume the one in which the subject has scope over the object and ignore the other one. The remaining scope relations follow directly (qijrel < q2_rel and qi_rel < get_rel).
The recursive application of TL 3 must again consider the constraints on possible scope orderings as expounded in the last paragraph. The result is the following:
Applying TI^ to [(wh_dr, student )| and to |(wh_dr, mark)] and translating the singleton sets of the resulting structure yields (57), the set of sets of proposition sets such that there is a student x 8 and a mark x l} and the propositions are of the type 'x 8 gets x, 3 ':
The last example (58) involves an ambiguity-which is due to a quantifying NP in a u>/i-sentence. It may either take scope over the sentence, i.e. be quantified into the uVi-sentence, or take scope inside the core of the question. The underspecified UMRS representation that comprises these two readings is given in (59).
(58) Which mark did every student get? (59) The value of the HOUT feature 1111 for the scope bearing expressions in the UMRS structure (59) is {[4],\7\,112|,117|,|20|). By the same reasoning as for the other examples, it follows that the order q2_rel < wh_dd_rel < q$_rel must be part of any main FA chain from the set of readings described in (59).
For the forall_rel, thus, the list of HANDEL values of available arguments is ([4],|20|). That is, we have a choice. The relation may either take scope directly over theget_rel (inside the core of the question), or it may take scope between q i_rel and qi_re\ (which models quantifying into the question).
However, the typing of the HANDEL and HD_ARG values of the other relations leads in either case to a specification of the forall_rel: In the first case, it is specified to 'forall_dr(H7 ni w,_</ r ,BV8,R9, HAio nu , fc dr )\ in the latter case, to 'forall_dd(H7 nu/A (M ,BV8,DR9 nu ,j 1 ir & member(ii), HAio nu ,fc ii)\ This models the observation that it must be understood de dicto if it is quantified into the question. Thus, there are two different successful ways of recursively applying TL 3 to (59). In the case of direct scope o(forall_rel over the verb, the result is TLj and TX 2 account for the remaining non-singleton lists (forall_dr, student) and (mark, get), respectively. The semantic result then is (60), the set of sets of proposition sets such that there is a mark x I3 and the propositions are of the type 'every student got the mark x I3 '. This models the first reading of sentence (58) In this case, both determiner relations specify their associated N semantics as modifying relations, which, due to the typing of their HANDEL value (type nwh_dr), can only modify the verb relation in this reading of (58).
The semantics of this reading, then, is (61), the (singleton) set whose member comprises for every student x 8 a proposition set such that there is a mark x, 3 and the propositions are of the type 'student x 8 gets mark *"': The examples in this section illustrate the UMRS analysis of whquestions. My aim was to show that UMRS allows on the basis of a fairly simple syntax-semantics interface a straightforward, analysis of whquestions and makes possible an underspecified representation of ambiguities in this domain.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, I have presented Underspecified Minimal Recursion Semantics (UMRS), a representation formalism that accounts for structural ambiguities in terms of underspecification. UMRS was applied to the description of u»/i-questions to illustrate its properties:
UMRS makes possible an underspecified representation of structural ambiguities. It also allows for a rather simple semantic representation, because of its high flexibility in combining the semantic contribution of constituents that build complex syntactic constructions. Finally, the semantic construction can do with a very simple syntax-semantics interface.
A QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
In this section, I propose a definition of the relation between questions and answers. This proposal is merely an integration of the insights of the approaches of HM and Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984) with the analysis of questions in terms of KP answer sets: while the KP analysis of questions as sets of propositions (modulo type raising, which was necessitated by quantifying into questions) is retained, the notion of relevant answer to a question is no longer defined by this set of propositions. Like HM and GS, I assume that questions express a range of possibilities in their semantics, and define relevant or felicitous answers to a question as those that narrow down this range of possibilities.
First I assume a modified question denotation Q' that builds on top of an answer set Q (Lahiri 1991) . It comprises the conjunctions of all nonempty elements of the power set of Q:
(62) Q' = \p3p '(p'€p(Q) 
\lbKp = /\p')-
Following HM and Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984) , the semantics of a response (in the form of a proposition) is conjoined with the predicates in Q', which characterize the set of possibilities, and any resulting contradictions are removed from this set. However, the formal spellout is different, because the elements in sets as defined in (62) are not mutually exclusive. But, still, if a response is a felicitous answer to the question, adding its semantics to the members of Q' returns a set with fewer members than Q'. The loss of elements can come about in two ways: Either the semantics of the response is incompatible with an element of Q', which means that this element is removed, or conjoining the semantics of the response to different elements of Q' yields identical results. In many cases, this procedure returns a proper subset of Q'. As an example, consider (63) For (64b), the result is that adding this information to all members of Q' is incompatible with p x Ap 2 Ap it which is consequently removed. Hence, the resulting set is again a proper subset of Q'. In the case of (64c), the information is incompatible with all members of Q'. Hence, the result is 0, which means that all of the possibilities are negated.
For answers like (64d), the information is compatible with all members of Q'. Hence, we need an additional rule to derive the status of (64d) as an acceptable answer. This rule says that in an answer set {q, V q 2 , q,, q 2 , •.
• ,q n } the first member can be deleted, as all the members of the disjunction are already present in the set.
Consider e.g. the first element of (67). Asp, Ap 2 ,p x Ap y andp, Ap 2 Ap\ are elements of (67), too, the first element of (67) can be deleted. Similar reasoning applies to the second and the third element of (67). I.e. the resulting set Q" (68) is a subset of the answer set Q', which gives the desired result that (64d) is an appropriate partial answer to (63), too. give the hierarchy of HANDEL values, which is used to constrain the range of possible structural ambiguities in UMRS representations. I assume a cross-classification of the opposition tvh_handel and nwh_handel on one side (involved in the distinction of whelements and non-tWi-elements) and dd_handel and drjiandel (involved in distinguishing de dicto and de re readings of NPs) on the other side. Cross-classifications are indicated by dashed lines: handel wh handel nwh handel dr handel dd handel wh dr handel nwh dr handel wh dd handel nwh dd handel I assume a general relation for scope bearing constituents. Immediate subtypes of this type are the relation for quantifiers and the relation for operators. Quantifiers have the additional feature P_ARG. The value of P_ARG is co-indexed with the HANDEL value of a relation that models (together with any relations that are functionally dependent upon it) the semantics S of an N constituent.
1 ' This coindexation expresses that the N semantics S models the restriction of the quantifier.
Operators, on the other hand,' introduce an INST feature. The three parts of the interrogative operators qi_rel, q2_rel, and q$_rel are subtypes of operator_rel. Other classes of operator relations represent the semantics of modal verbs, frequency adverbs, or negation.
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For quant_rel, I assume a cross-classification (again indicated by dashed lines). Its left part introduces the different types of quantifiers, e.g. the universal quantifier or which. I assume that the indefinite article can be grouped together with which (under indef_rel), because they both involve existential quantification.
The right part of the cross-classification partitions quantifier relations into those that act as functions on their associated N semantics S (hence, lead to de re readings of NPs), and those that force S to become a modifier (and which therefore yield de dicto readings of NPs): 
--B
Two instances of cross-classified quantifiers are given in the hierarchy. The relation forall_dd_rel models every as it emerges in cases of quantifying in an NP with a universal quantifier into a u>/i-sentence {de dicto reading). On the other hand, wh_dr_rel represents which in the cases of the de re reading of which-NPs.
